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Who enforces the laws and keeps you safe

We discussed what a policy is and how it presents itself, so now it's time for the last piece of the puzzle: Who applies a policy? It is quite easy: the Executive Is the main entity by which policies are adopted and enforced. The chair, the vice-president, the cabinet and most federal agencies
apply the policy. Cabinet and executive bodies are committed to the day-to-day implementation of policies, while the President plays a more important management role. The Chair sets out a vision of how executive agencies will enforce laws and set priorities, and selects the department
heads who will oversee that vision. However, it is the federal employees of these executive agencies who do the law enforcement work. Enforcement Process The process by which executive bodies create and enforce regulations to administer legislation is governed by the Administrative
Procedure Act (APA), which, when enacted in 1946, established uniform procedures for the development of the rules. The application part of the regulatory process begins after a policy is considered in force and has been codified in the Federal Regulation Code. Read more: What is public
policy? The following phase is called the compliance, interpretation and review phase. During this phase, organizations may create additional documents (such as interpretive rules or policy statements) that provide details on the impact of a regulation on individuals and industries. These
documents cannot set new legal standards or impose new requirements. Once regulations are in place and clearly indicated to affected industries and individuals, agencies can begin to enforce the law. Different agencies have different methods and strategies for law enforcement, so it is



easier to explain with an example. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a strong enforcement and compliance plan. Environmental enforcement is at the heart of the EPA's mission, and compliance monitoring is essential to this enforcement. The first step in the EPA's
enforcement process is to monitor compliance. In other words: Compliance monitoring is EPA keeping track of whether the industry is following environmental laws. The second step in the EPA enforcement process is enforcement. The EPA is able to enforce environmental laws after
assessing compliance and identifying violations of the law. The agency has three types of enforcement measures: 1. Civil administrative actions - these are measures taken by the EPA or a state under its own authority. It including a notice of violation or an order (with or without penalties)
ordering an entity to comply. 2. Civil Legal Actions - These are formal lawsuits brought in court where entities have failed to comply with regulatory requirements, comply with an administrative order or pay the EPA the cost of cleaning up a Superfund site. 3. Criminal Actions - These occur
when the EPA or a state pursue criminal, rather than civil, charges against an entity for the most serious violations, those that are deliberate or or Committed. In this case, convictions can result in fines or imprisonment. Enforcement may differ from agency to agency, but fines, public
disclosure of offences and prosecution are common enforcement tools. But they may choose not to apply an existing policy also Since the Executive Authority promulgates and enforces the policy, an administration has several tools by which it can choose not to apply or reverse an existing
policy as well. Decrees are a key way for administrations to make policy changes without going through Congress, so they can be tools to weaken enforcement or change existing policy. Sometimes this takes the form of the annulment of the decrees of the previous administration. For
example, after taking office in January 2009, President Obama issued an Executive Order (OE 13496), entitled Notification of Employee Rights Under Federal Labor Acts, which revoked OE 13201 issued by President George W. Bush in 2001 and created new requirements. But an
administration can also set priorities that, to the extent that it is legal, mean that a policy could not actually be applied or weakly enforced. A clear example of this is the Obama administration's approach to medical marijuana lawsuits. In October 2009, the Department of Justice sent a memo
to federal prosecutors in the 14 states that at the time had considered the use of medical marijuana, saying the department would not prioritize prosecutions of patients and medical marijuana distributors who were in clear compliance with state laws. Read more: How policies are created the
Administration's Department of Justice believed that its resources could be better used to prosecute other crimes, effectively meaning that some federal marijuana laws could be weakly enforced, although they committed to prosecuting drug traffickers and those who use medical marijuana
as cover for other illegal activities. In this example, President Obama did not issue an executive order, but determined with his Department of Justice which crimes would be prioritized for prosecution. This illustrates how the Executive branch can change certain policies simply by setting
priorities. Overall, the president has the power to shape the work of executive agencies in many ways and can therefore have a great deal of influence on U.S. public policy. At the same time, however, legislation and regulations are more difficult to overturn than executive orders and other
directives Thus, in terms of long-term influence on public policy, laws and regulations tend to have a greater impact than decrees. Main takeaways The Executive Power is the main entity by which policies are adopted and enforced. The application of a policy can begin once it is considered
in force by being codified in the Federal Regulation Code. Policy enforcement may differ from agency to agency, but fines, public disclosure of offences and prosecutions are common enforcement tools. so Since it is not in violation of laws, an administration may choose not to enforce or
weakly enforce existing policy - and may even reverse an existing policy, often through executive action that bypasses the contribution of Congress. Turn Out for Tomorrow As evidenced above - as well as in the first and second blogs in our policy series - vote in all electoral issues. A lot.
This year's election will shape not only our future as Americans, but also the future of our entire planet and its citizens. Shouldn't you have a say? Power is in your hands to create the future you want. Sign up to vote today #TurnOutForTomorrow Election Day. Leopold, a former head of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association, was stunned. Villatoro was a longtime American resident. He has four U.S. citizen children and a woman who was protected from deportation under President Obama's Deferred Action Program for Child Arrivals. He was a Mennonite preacher
and community leader. President Obama's guiding directive on immigration enforcement is that he wants to deport criminals, not families. Villatoro had seemed safe. But in 1998, Villatoro was convicted of driving under the influence of alcohol. According to the November 2014 memo, which
is supposed to be a priority for deportation, unauthorized immigrants convicted by the DUI are in the Priority 2 category. Although ICE did not comment on the specific reasons for Villatoro's expulsion, it defended similar enforcement actions by indicating the definition of priority 2. But
Leopold points to another clause in the note, which says that a priority immigrant 2 should be deported unless [...] there are factors indicating that the foreigner is not a threat to national security, border security or public security. Who can appeal the judgment? Here's a guy who's a
Mennonite preacher, Leopold says. He doesn't drink. He preaches against alcohol consumption. Could a man like that really be a permanent threat to public safety in 2015? It depends on who makes this decision: who gets to make the judgment calls on when to deport someone and when
to let him stay? Not only is this the key issue of immigration policy at present, but it is also a fundamental conflict over the functioning of the executive branch. In the context of a paralyzed Congress and a vast network of federal laws, the policy of discretion is going to be a key battleground
in the coming battles over how the government should operate. For several years, both advocates of administration and immigration have advocated for a prosecution discretion for deportations: The idea is that the government should prioritize threats to public safety and make less or no
effort to deport unauthorized immigrants who do not comply with the law. But there is an argument about what discretion really means. Some want the government to clearly define who is a criminal and who is a family, and others want a lot of leeway to ensure that compelling circumstances
prevail over the But the definition of discretion is not an immigration issue. It just so happens that immigration is where the debate takes place outdoors. But this is not the only place where senior administration officials might have a different notion of who deserves discretion than those
accused of going after violations of the law. Max Villatoro and his family. (Mennonite Central Committee) Prosecutor's discretion has become a politically charged term under the Obama administration, thanks to immigration (and, to a lesser extent, federal policy on marijuana prosecutions).
But it is an essential legal principle — and if you are not aware of it, many legal experts argue that it is because you benefit quietly. The reason you have to have prosecutorial discretion is that we now have a lot of federal laws for virtually everything, says John Malcolm of the Heritage
Foundation, who is a former assistant U.S. attorney himself. And when all of a sudden becomes a crime, then you have a vast field from which you can choose. You have a mail fraud. You have wire fraud. You have false statements, covering everything within the jurisdiction of the United
States. So if you go to an institution that receives federal funds or is insured by the federal government and you make a false statement, even if it is a local institution, you have now committed a federal crime. The choice is between simply making decisions based on convenience and
making decisions based on deliberate priorities As more and more things have become federal crimes, more and more federal agencies have obtained law enforcement units. But despite this, there is no way that the government can (or, really, should) prosecute every violation of the law.
So the choice is not between perfect and imperfect application. It is simply a matter of making decisions based on convenience and making decisions based on deliberate priorities. If you're an agent and you get credit for successful prosecution, says Malcolm, you could go to the case that's
going to take you five or six weeks, even if you should go for the one that takes you nine months. The prosecutorial discretion, therefore, is essentially triage: a way to decide when to quash the six-week case and when to set a nine-month trial schedule. Every administration has its priorities,
says Malcolm; Former Attorney General Janet Reno used a federal law against dead fathers to bring federal child support lawsuits, but although the laws left in the books, future administrations have not bothered to use them. It is discretion in action. An immigrant at the Adelanto detention
center in California. (John Moore/Getty) But if you scratch the surface of the definition of prosecutorial discretion, you see that it actually encompasses two different principles — which are not always in harmony. The first is, as shoba Sivaprasad Wadhia, a law professor, says, an economic
argument: the government has limited resources, and discretion is how it on how to spend them. This is the argument that the Obama administration has always made to defend its immigration policy. As one DHS official told Vox: The history of prosecutors' discretion is that it comes from the
fact that every government agency has limited resources and therefore needs to understand how it is going to use those resources. And there will be priorities that will be set, and those should be the agency's top priorities. In this regard, discretion is primarily a matter of top-down decision-
making — or, in the words of the DHS official, providing clear guidance on the ground that he could follow, with respect to priorities In this regard, discretion is primarily a matter of top-down decision-making — or, in the words of the DHS official, providing clear guidance on the area they
could follow. But there is another case of prosecutorial discretion: in some particular cases, someone who is technically in violation of the law should not be prosecuted for that. By this principle, the core of discretion is flexibility in individual cases: discretion from bottom to top. In the top-
down approach to discretion, it is the job of senior federal public servants to direct their subordinates on how to prioritize government resources. In the bottom-up approach to discretion, it is the job of individual government officials to review individual cases and determine whether the
circumstances merit the necessary efforts to enforce the law. That's also why Malcolm, and other conservative critics, believe the Obama administration has gone too far in proposing to allow millions of unauthorized immigrants to seek deferred action against deportation. In Malcolm's view,
the administration took large categories of immigrants and categorically barred them from deportation. If individual agents decide which deferred action requests to accept and which to reject, Conservative critics might agree with it — but they do not see evidence that officers are allowed to
use their discretion from the bottom up. Immigrants are waiting to be released in Adelanto. (John Moore/Getty) A set of memos during President Obama's first term outlined some factors that should make someone a high priority for deportation - for example, to be convicted of a crime. It
also identified factors that should make someone a low priority for deportation — for example, having U.S. citizen children or being the primary caregiver of a person who was or sick. DHS headquarters would make the call that it was worth overturning officers on the ground to stop bad
press The wait was for ICE field officers to assess the evidence to determine whether factors making someone a low priority were sufficient to overwhelm deportation cases. In the case of lawyers, this is called action weighting — it is a principle of long-standing immigration law in general
and immigration law. It was also a relatively bottom-up approach to discretion: suggesting what factors ice agents should weigh, but not how much weight they should give them — especially if they were in conflict. But several ICE field offices were secretly or openly hostile to the idea that
some unauthorized immigrants should simply be released after being apprehended. Therefore, what has often happened is that ICE would put someone in deportation proceedings who had compelling evidence to remain in the United States. This person (or his or her family) is said to be in
contact with local or national advocacy groups. The defenders would then launch a public campaign to pressure the government to prevent me from being deported, usually targeting ICE and DHS headquarters in Washington. These campaigns often worked, and the DHS headquarters
made the call that it was worth overturning the officers on the ground to stop the bad press. In November 2014, the Obama administration (through DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson) issued a memo replacing the previous policy on which should, and should not, count as a priority for deportation.
A DHS official told Vox: The secretary was very concerned that the average officer on the ground would have no idea what his branches were with all these different memos, both those published during Obama's first term and those of previous administrations. Result: the memo announcing
the expansion of deferred measures, with guidelines for when someone should be protected; and the new clear guidelines enforcement note, which sets out much clearer and more restrictive guidelines for when someone should be deported. But the other part of that enforcement note, the
DHS official continued, was to provide advice on, as part of these priorities, how do you exercise your discretion on a case-by-case basis? This is where language such as the unsused clause david Leopold highlights, indicating that ICE agents are always expected to weigh competing
factors against each other. According to the secretary's memo, you must consider the unseed clause in all circumstances, the official said. Discretion varies depending on the seriousness of the offence, but in each case it must be taken into account. In other words, the administration argues
that top-down guidelines should be met with humanitarian and bottom-up discretion, with the exception of those who might fit some of the guidelines for deportation they have set out. But in Leopold's view, and other immigration lawyers, that is not what ICE does. His experience with
Villatoro convinced him that ICE uses the new memo as a checklist — if someone meets one of the pro-deportation criteria set out in the memo, he's gone. Homeland Security Secretary Jeh Johnson (left) believes that discretion should always include considering positive factors. Doesn't
her Director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Sarah Saldaa (right), agree? (Left: Gabriella Demczuk/Getty; right: Chip Chip In a few days in early March, ICE arrested 2,000 unauthorized immigrants as part of a coordinated enforcement campaign it called Operation Counter-
Verification. ICE's statement on the operation said that all those they had shaped under priority 1 or 2 of the obama administration's new guidelines. But one of those immigrants, reports Esther Yu-Hsi Lee of Think Progress, was a food industry worker with a culinary degree and a seven-
year-old daughter, who, according to her family, had her citizenship application lost by the government when he was nine years old. He had spent time in immigration detention after being charged with drug possession in the late 1990s, and had continued to register with ICE officials for
years after his release. His family says ICE decided to stop the recordings in 2006, but on March 5, he was arrested and detained for failure to report. In the meantime, several immigration lawyers have reported that their local ICE offices detain any immigrant who has ever been criminally
convicted — of any kind — without allowing him to be released on bail, and that this policy comes from ICE headquarters in Washington. In all, says Greg Chen, the advocacy director for the American Immigration Lawyers Association, his organization has received a wave of reports from
members of lawyers that the offices ice ... are throwing the full force of the law against people who are low priorities or not priorities at all. Lawyers like Leopold are very wary that the checklist approach comes from the current director of ICE, Sarah Saldaa. And a recent controversy, they
say, shows that their concerns are justified. Last week, at a congressional hearing, Representative Will Hurd (R-TX) asked Saldaa if she thought every criminal alien should be deported. Saldaa replied: Yes. If we meet them, get our hands on them, of course. In addition, Saldaa begged
Congress to pass legislation that would require state and local law enforcement agencies to comply with federal requests to hand over an unauthorized immigrant to ICE. This is in fact a direct contradiction to DHS policy, which says that the state and local police can and must choose when
to honor a detainee to hand someone over. The incident has shown some immigration lawyers that ice Director Saldaa believes in the discretion checklist approach — that if you are a criminal, you should categorically be deported in a statement the next day — just after ICE confirmed Max
Villatoro's deportation — Saldana tried to clarify that his views were compliant with his ministry. Any current effort by federal legislation to require states and local authorities to comply with ICE detentions will, in our view, be a highly counterproductive measure and will lead to more
resistance and less cooperation in our overall efforts to promote public safety, she said. The DHS official tried to explain Saldaa's comments, sayingThere is very little black and white in the immigration law, but members of Congress like like box of their witnesses in this kind of world. But for
the lawyers who have clashed with ICE in recent weeks, the incident was evidence that Saldaa's position on immigration enforcement is to the right of the people who wrote the administration memos. More importantly, however, it showed them that Saldaa believes in the checklist approach
at the discretion - that if you are a criminal, you should categorically be deported. The fact is that when you look at prosecutors' discretion as a top-down direction of resources, the logical end point is a policy that divides any potential violation of the law into two groups: offenders who should
be prosecuted and offenders who should not. The DHS official I spoke to highlighted the actions taken by the executive in November, including the enforcement note and the proposal for deferred action. Both were supposed to operate on a case-by-case basis, the official noted, but these
two memos together attempt to provide that kind of framework. Some immigration lawyers have suggested to me that at least as long as the deferred action programs are pending, the answer is to create a positive checklist — for example, a policy that says that if someone has been in the
United States for 10 years and there is no clear evidence that they currently pose a danger to public safety, they should be presumed not to be a priority for deportation. But it is hard to believe that anyone could write a policy that perfectly delineates which of the 11 million unauthorized
immigrants in the United States are criminals, and which are families - any more than anyone could write a policy that would go through all the thousands of penalties in the penal code and perfectly delineated when people should be prosecuted for them. The ICE's law enforcement and
removal operations site certainly resembles immigrants. (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) Many immigration lawyers believe that the problem at ICE is organizational — people who are lower in the organization do not implement the policies established by the people at the top. In
other cases, it was clear that field office managers needed to read the memo written by the agency's director, Leopold said. Now we have a director who needs to read the memo from the department's headquarters. Of course, part of the conservative criticism of the administration's
deferred action program is a mirror image: the administration could claim that it reviews applications on a case-by-case basis, but how it implements (or plans to implement) the deferred action not up to that standard. (JacobSt via Shutterstock) This is simply a political disagreement: both
parties argue that the perfect implementation of prosecutors' discretion would be consistent with their strategic priorities. But the fact that opponents of the deferred action assume that officers want to reject claims for reparations, while opponents of deportation assume that officers want to
deport more immigrants, reveals fundamental truth of the discretion of bottom-up prosecution: those who implement the policy have their own priorities. Many officers, including the ICE union, sincerely believe that it is important to deport someone simply because they are not authorized.
They sincerely believe that allowing unauthorized immigrants to remain in the country is a threat to public safety on their own. It is therefore quite possible that they could weigh all the factors in place in the case of Villatoro, for example, and decide the clause unless is not important enough
to prevent him from being deported. Many officials sincerely believe that allowing unauthorized immigrants to stay is a threat to public safety This attitude was perfectly consistent with ICE's mission when it became its own agency in 2003 — and especially in the mid-2000s, when the Bush
administration promoted show of force to demonstrate that it was tough on immigration. Now, under a different president from the opposite party, the White House has totally different expectations for the agency and its agents. But the agents themselves have not changed. Is it really realistic
to expect all officials to fully implement all the directives that come down from the top — and then to do exactly the same thing when the opposite party controls the White House? Specifically, is it realistic to do so in 2015, when the executive branch is increasingly becoming a policy-making
tool? Immigration has occurred to be the most high-profile issue in the Obama administration where Congressional failure to get a bill led the White House to do things by executive means. The next administration will certainly have its own priorities. He probably won't have a Congress agile
enough to push back against them, or articulate his own vision for the country. But it will not have its own public service. An SEC of the Warren administration would certainly be tougher on securities dealers than a Clinton administration — but either would inherit the same existing workforce
to go after them. How would a Republican administration handle an EPA whose staff is used to Obama's eight years? How would he manage a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau that has literally never experienced life under a Republican president? The more the pendulum shifts from
administration to administration, the less realistic it is to expect that the same officials will be able to execute each set of policies with such enthusiasm. Giving the Gift of Understanding In April, Vox launched a way for readers to support our work with financial contributions - and were blown
away by the response. This year, the support of our founding contributors helped us create projects that millions of people relied on to understand a year of chaos and keep their families safe. The support of our readers helps us to rely less on advertising and to keep our work resource-
intensive free for all who need it. We want to add 2,020 more founding contributors to our end of the year. Help us reach our goal by making a contribution to Vox today, starting at as little as $3. It's $3.
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